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Abstract 
Spehner, J.-C., Merging in maps and in pavings, Theoretical Computer Science, 86 (1991) 205-232. 
We introduce here a notion of paving extending the notion of map, which allows an easy definition 
of the incidence relations between vertices, edges, faces and pieces. More precisely. a paving is 
a quadruple P = (B, cy, D, p) where B is a finite set and a, cr, ‘p are permutations of B such that 
a’=1,cpnLYocp=cu,uo(D-’ oa=rp and, Vxg B, cu(x)#x and cp(x)e{a(x),cr(x)}. If r, s, m and 
n are respectively the numbers of pieces, faces, edges and vertices of P, then ,Y( P) = r-s + m - n 
is called the characteristic of P. C = (B, u, a) is a map and, ifs’, m’, n’are respectively the numbers 
of faces, edges and vertices of C, then g(C) = r+$(-.y’+ m’- n’) is called the genus of C. The 
merging of two pieces according to a common face is a fundamental operation in pavings. The 
simultaneous studies of merging in maps and in pavings has given a result which links x(P) and 
g(C). 
Introduction 
Modeling a finite cell complex in the Euclidean space E’ of dimension 3 or an 
assembling of a finite number of solids which are stuck face to face is fundamental 
in computational geometry and has applications in each domain dealing with 
representations in E3. 
Data structures for modeling a solid by a boundary representation have been 
proposed by Baumgart [3], Requicha [17] and by Ansaldi, De Floriani and 
Falcidieno [l] and results on Euler operations are given by Mgntyll and Sulonen 
[16]. Guibas and Stolfi [ll] have defined an edge-algebra and a quad-edge data 
structure for representing subdivisions on surfaces. This has been generalized to 
subdivisions in the Euclidean space E3 by Dobkin and Laszlo [6]. 
Other methods for modeling are based on the notion of map introduced by 
Edmonds (1960) and elaborated firstly by Cori [5]. Maps can be used to represent 
orientable surfaces. A notion of unoriented map which is able to represent orientable 
or not orientable surfaces has been given by Tutte [20]. Lienhardt [13, 141 has 
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introduced a notion of V-map which generalizes the notion of map to the three- 
dimensional space E3 and the notion of paving introduced by ArquPs and Koch 
[2] is another generalization of the same notion which is directly associated to a 
subdivision of E’. 
Recently Lienhardt [ 151 and Brisson [4] have given extensions to the Euclidean 
space of dimension d and Dufourd [7] has given an algebraic specification of 
generalized maps. 
The notion of paving introduced here is a generalization of maps other than those 
of Lienhardt and of Arques and Koch. In our paving, every cell of an oriented 
subdivision of E’ is represented by a map. Fontet [lo] has introduced the operation 
of merging two disjoint maps. By extending this definition, we have proved some 
results on the genus of the transformed map. Similarly, merging a paving according 
to a face f is very simple if the two pieces p, and p2 which have f in common are 
distinct but there are remarkable properties when p, = p2. Such mergings are very 
natural and occur necessarily if we merge successively the pieces along all faces 
around an edge. 
In the Sections l-4 we give generalities on pavings. Section 5 deals with merging 
in maps and Section 6 with merging in pavings. 
1. Maps and pavings 
Definition 1.1. (i) Every C = (B, cr, o) where B is a finite set, (Y and involution of 
B without fixed points (Vb E B, cw(b) f b and a*(b) = 6) and (T a permutation of B, 
is called a map. The elements of B are called darts. 
(ii) For every set 0 of permutations of B, let (0) be the group of permutations 
of B generated by 0, V6 E B, let (O)(6) = {6(b); 6 E (0)) be the orbit of b relative 
to the group (0) and l( 0) the number of orbits of (0) in B. 
(iii) Vb E B, the darts b and Ly( b) are said to be opposite; 
l (a)(b) ={b, a(b)} is called the edge of b in C; 
. (a)(b) = { 6, a(b), . . . ) 2-l (b)} where k is the smallest integer such that 
ck(b) = b is called the vertex of b; 
l df(b) =(cT-’ 0 a)(b) is called the direct face of b and (g 0 cr)(b) is called 
the retrograd face of b. 
(iv) g(C)=5(a,rr)+$[-J(fY’ 0 CX) + C((Y) - l(a)] where &(a, U) is the number 
of connected components of C and C((T-’ 0 a), {(cx) and 5((r) are respectively the 
numbers of faces, edges and vertices of C, is called the genus of C: g(C) 2 0 and 
g(C) is an integer (see [12]). A map of genus 0 is said to be planar. 
(v) The multigraph G(C) where the vertices and the edges are those of map C 
is called the graph of map C. 
Example 1.2. If C = (B, LY, a) where (T= (1, -4, -5)(2, -1)(3, -2, -6)(4, -3)(5,6) 
and Vx E B, o(x) = -x, then (c)(l) ={l, -4, -5) is a vertex, df(1) ={l, 2,3,4} is a 
direct face and g(C) = 0 (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. 
Definition 1.3. (i) Every P = (B, a, CT, cp), where C = (B, LY, U) is a map and P is a 
permutation of B such that 
(1) (p~(Y~(p=Ly, 
(2) mo ‘pm’ OfJZ cp> 
(3) VX E B, P(X)& {a(x), a(x)>, 
is called a paving. 
(1) is equivalent to (~ocp=cp-‘o, and to cp 0CY=ffo(p -’ and, since 6’ = cy, to 
(Y 0 cp (resp. p 0 0) being an involution. 
(2) is equivalent to (7 0 cp-’ = cp 0 up’, to a-’ 0 ~=(p~’ “U, to P”U -’ 0 cp = u and 
to cp 0 u-’ (tesp. ‘p-’ 0 u) being an involution. 
(3) signifies that none of the involutions (Y 0 40, cp 0 (Y, cp 0 u-’ and cp-’ 0 u has a 
fixed point. 
(ii) The map C = (B, a, a) is said to be underlying to paving P = (B, a, a, cp). 
Lemma 1.4. For every dart b of a paving P = (B, a, u, cp), 
6) a((p)(b)) = (qo)(a(b)) and (a, q)(b) = (q)(b) u (q)(a(b)); 
(ii) cp-’ 0 u((u-‘0 a)(b)) = (a-’ 0 a)((~-’ 0 u(b)) and 
(cp-’ 0 a, u -‘oa)(b)=(u-‘ocu)(b)u(u-‘oa)(cp-’au(b)). 
(iii) Zff = (cp-’ ou,u-loa) then cp(f)=u(f)=a(f). 
Proof. (i) Vx E (q)(b), 3i E N such that x = q’(b) and, since (Y 0 cp = ‘p-’ 0 (Y implies 
(y 0 pi LIZ p-1 OLY, a(x)=a+(b)=+a(b)~((p)(~(b)). 
Thus cz(((p)(b))c (cp)(a(b)). Similarly, a((p)(a(b)) c (ro)(a2(b)) =(p)(b) and 
hence a((cp)(b))=(q)(a(b)). It follows that (q)(b)u(q)(a(b)) is stable for ((Y, cp) 
and hence that ((Y, cp)(b)=(cp)(b)u(cp)(~(b)). 
(ii) VXE(U-‘o&)(b), 3isN such that x=(u~‘ocu)‘(b) and hence 
(9-l 0 a) 0 (a-’ 0 a) = p-10 (y = Ly 0 cp = Ly 0 (T 0 g-1 0 cp 
zzz (u-1 0 a)-’ 0 (p-1 0 a), 
cp -’ 0 u(x) = cp-’ 0 u 0 (up’ 0 n)‘(b) 
=(a-‘VI-‘+p-‘O(T)(~)+-‘w)(cp-‘w)(b). 
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Thus cp-’ 0 (T(((T-’ 0 cz>( 6)) c ((T-’ 0 a>( (p-’ 0 a( 6)). Since cp-’ 0 r~ is an involution, by 
symmetry, we have 
-’ cp 0 (T((K’ 0 a)(b)) = (u-’ 0 a)(cp-’ 0 u(b)). 
Thus (c-’ 0 a)(b) u (a-’ 0 cy)((p-’ 0 c(b)) is stable for (K’ 0 (Y, cp-’ 0 a) and hence 
(6’ 0 u, 6’ 0 a)( 6) = (a-’ 0 o)(b) u (a-’ 0 cx)( ‘p-l 0 ~(6)). 
(iii) By (ii), cp-’ 0 r(f) = K’ 0 a(f) =f and hence p(f) = c(f) = a(f). 0 
Definition 1.5. (i) Vb E B, the connected component p( 6) = (u, a)(b) of map C = 
(B, (Y, a) is called the piece of b. Thus C is the disjoint union of the pieces of P 
l s(b) = (a, q)(b) is called the uertex of b; 
l (q)(b) is called the sheaf of b; 
l a(b)=(a,cp)(b)=(cp)(b)u(cp)(a(b)) is called the edge of b; 
l df(b) = (a-’ 0 a)(b) is called the half-face of b: df(b) is the direct face of p(b); 
. f(b) = (cp-’ 0 v, Cl-’ 0 a)( 6) = df( b) u df(cp-’ 0 cT( b)) is called the face of b: the 
halfiface df(b) of p(b) is said to be stuck on the halfface df(cp-’ 0 g(b)) of 
p(cp(b)), and face f(b) is said to be common to the pieces p(b) and p(qo(b)). 
(ii) Two elements of the set of all pieces, faces, edges and vertices are said to be 
incident if they have at least one common dart. 
Definition 1.6. (i) The multigraph G(P), where the vertices and the edges are those 
of paving P, is called the graph of paving P. 
(ii) Paving P is said to be connected if graph G(P) is connected or equivalently 
if the group (a, cr, cp) acts transitively on B. 
Definition 1.7. (i) For every paving P = (B, a, a, cp), 
x(P) = 5(% a) - 5(K’ o u, c-’ o a) + 5(Q, cp) -5(g, cp), 
where {( LY, a), l( ‘p-l 0 a; K’ 0 cu), b(a, cp) and {(a, cp) are respectively the numbers 
of pieces, faces, edges and vertices of P, is called the characteristic of paving P If 
Pistheunionofdisjointpavings P,,...,P,,then~(P)=x(P,)+~~~+_~(P~).This 
is a generalization of the notion of Euler’s characteristic (see [9] and [18]). 
2. Representations of pavings 
Definition 2.1. (i) Let E be the three-dimensional Euclidean space with an infinity 
point ~0, L(E) the set of all lines of E which are homeomorphic to the open interval 
IO, l[ of R, S(E) the set of all surfaces of E which are homeomorphic to the open 
unit disk of the plane and V(E) the set of all volumes of E which are homeomorphic 
to the open unit ball of E. 
For every subset X of E, we denote the boundary of X by S(X). 
A partition 17 of E defined by a set T of points of E, a set L of lines of L(E) 
such that 6(L) = T, a set S of surfaces of S(E) such that 6(S) = T u L and a set V 
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of volumes of V(E) such that 6( V) = Tu Lu S is called a subdivision of E. Such 
a subdivision 17 = (T, L, S, V) is said to be oriented if Vu E V, 6(v) is an oriented 
surface and if tlu, v E V, the orientations of 6(u) and 6(v) are opposite on 6(u) n 
S(u). 
(ii) Let P = (B, LY, CT, cp) be a connected paving and 
l 7~ a mapping from B into E such that 
Vb E B, C’(r(b)) = s(b); 
l A a mapping from B into L(E) such that 
VbE B, 6(A(b)) = n(a(b)) and A-‘(A(b)) = u(b); 
l p a mapping from B into S(E) such that 
VbE B, G(p(b))={A(c); cEdf(b)}u{rr(c); cEdf(b)} and 
/--‘(p(b)) =f(b); 
l v a mapping from B into V(E) such that 
VbEB, a(v(b))={p(c); c~p(b)Iu{A(c); cup) 
u{r(c); cEp(b)} and 
v-‘(v(b))=p(b). 
If (r(B), A(B), p(B), v(B)) is a subdivision of E, then (r, A, CL, v) is called a 
representation of paving P in E. Such a subdivision is oriented since tlb E B, p(b) 
is a map and a map can only represent orientable surfaces. This representation is 
able to separate the geometrical notions from the topological ones. 
Remark. Arques and Koch [2] have given some results on the problem of representa- 
bility for another notion of paving but their results can be transposed to our pavings. 
Lienhardt’s V-maps [ 151 can represent oriented and nonoriented subdivisions of E. 
Definition 2.2. We also use a representation of P in which each line A (6) is replaced 
by a sheaf of r = I(cp)(b)I “parallel” lines respectively associated to the darts b, 
q(b), . . . , q’-‘(b) and their opposites. A dart b is then represented by a vector or 
an oriented arc G and a(b) is represented by -13. 
Moreover we assume the following: 
(i) tlbE B, cp permutes the darts of (q)(b) and the pieces {p(c); cE(cp)(b)} 
counterclockwise around edge a(b) oriented by b from s(b) to s(a( b)). An 
orthogonal section of such a sheaf is drawn in Fig. 2. 
(ii) Equality cp 0 LY 0 cp = (Y is true if and only if the diagram of Fig. 3 is commu- 
tative. 
(iii) For every vertex s of a piece p, we pick a unitary vector C(s) placed at point 
T(S) and oriented from inside to outside of the solid v(p) which represents p and 
we assume that u orders the darts of s counterclockwise around G(s) (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 6. 
(iv) Equality cp 0 Y’ 0 cp = u is then true if and only if the diagram of Fig. 5 is 
commutative. The half-faces of a face then have opposite orientations (see Fig. 6). 
3. Examples of pavings 
Example 3.1. Let P be the paving which has the pieces p, = (B,, a,, a,) with 
B,=X,u-X, whereX,={1,2,3,4,5,6}, ~,=(1,2,3)(-1,4, -6)(-2,6, -5)(-3, 
5, -4) and a,(x) = -x Vx E B, , (see Fig. 7a), pz = ( B2, a2, (TJ with B, = X2 u -X2 
b 
Fig. 7. 
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where Xz = {4’, 5’, 6’, 7’, 8’, 9’}, 
CQ = (7’, 8’, 9’)(-7’, -6’, 4’)(-8’, -4’, 5’)(-9’, -5’, 6’) 
and (Ye = -x Vx E B, (see Fig. 7b) and p3 = (B,, a3, u3) with B, = X3 u -X3 where 
X, = {l”, 2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8”, 9”}, 
0, = (I”, 3’1, 2”)(-I”, -6”, -7”, 4”)( -2”, -5’1, -9”, 6”) 
o (-3”, -4”, -8”, ,“)(,“, 9”, 8”) 
and (Ye = -x Vx E B3 (see Fig. 7c), 
cy=(Y,~ff~~ff~ and u=u,~u~~(T~ and ‘P=v1”(P2°(P3 
where 
‘p, = (4,4’, 4”)(-4, -4”, -4’)(5, 5’, 5”)(-5, -5”, -5’)(6,6’, 6”)(-6, -6”, -6’), 
(p2 = ~{(x, x”); x E {1,2,3, -1, -2, -3) and ‘p3 = ~{(x’, x”); x E (7, 8,9, -7, -8, -9)). 
P then has 3 pieces, 7 faces, 9 edges and 5 vertices and thus x(P) = 0 (see Fig. 7d). 
Definition 3.2. (i) Two maps C, = (B,, a,, a,) and C2 = ( Bz, a2, cr2) are said to be 
isomorphic if there exists a bijection I/J from B, onto B2 such that cz2 0 I,!J = Cc, 0(Y, 
and w~~I,!I=$~w,. 
(ii) Two maps C, = (B, , a,, CT,) and C2 = ( B2, a2, a,) are said to be inverse if 
C, is isomorphic to the map C,’ = (B,, u2, cry’ ), i.e. if there exists a one-to-one 
mapping $ from B, onto B2 such that a2 0 $ = $J 0 czl and a;’ 0 $ = + 0 r, . 
(iii) IfC,=(B,,a,,cr,)andC,=(B,, cr2, az) are two inverse maps with B, n B2 = 
0 and if I/J is an isomorphism from C1 onto C;’ , let B = B, u B2 and the permutations 
(Y, (T and cp of B be such that (~lB,=a),, cu(B*=(~~, ~(B,=(T,, u(B~=u~, ‘plB,=$ 
and pIB2= I,-‘. We then have cpo (Y 0 (P=(Y and (pou-‘o (p=u. Hence P= 
(I?, a, a, cp) is a paving. P is called the canonical paving associated to C, or to Cz. 
Proposition 3.3. Zf P is the canonical paving associated to a map C, , then x(P) = 
2g(C1). 
Proof. By Definition 1.7, x(P) = L((Y, u)-&((p-‘o a, 6’0 (Y)+~((Y, ~)-<(a, cp). 
The number of pieces is equal to the number of connected components of map 
C, u Cz. Since C, and C2 have the same number of connected components, 
5(Q, a) = 5(a1, u1) + 5(a2, c2) = X(a,, a,). 
For every face f=f(b) of P, fn C, = df(b) and $(df(b)) is a retrograd face of 
C2 and df(b) + $(df(b)) is a bijection from the set of direct faces of C, onto the 
set of retrograd faces of Cl. Thus 
<(cp_’ 0 V, K’ 0 a) = [(a;’ 0 cr,). 
Vb E B,, s(b) n 4 = (a)(b), 46) n B2 = (d(+Cb)), 
a(b)nB,=(a)(b) and a(b)nB,=(cu)($(b)) 
Thus l(u, cp) = &‘((T~) and t(a, cp) = L((Y,). It follows that x(P) = 2g( C,). 0 
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Example3.4. IfC,=(B,,a,, a,) is the connected map such that B, = X u -X with 
X = {I, 2,3,4,5), 
(T, =(l, -3, -5)(2, -1)(3, -2,4)(5, -4) 
and Q,(X) = -x, Vx E B, , the canonical paving associated to C, has 2 pieces, 3 faces 
f(l), f(4) and f(-l), 5 edges and 4 vertices. Thus x(P) = 0 (see Fig. 17a). 
Example 3.5. If we stick 13 cubic pieces such that their join consists of a layer with 
three columns and two holes (see Fig. 8) and if we add an external piece which 
wraps this join (this external piece is not drawn), we obtain a paving which has 14 
pieces, 64 faces, 100 edges and 48 vertices and thus x(P) = 2. 
More generally, if a layer of cubic pieces with three columns has k holes and is 
wrapped in a unique external piece, we obtain a paving P which has 5 k + 4 pieces, 
24k-t 16 faces, 36k+28 edges and 16k + 16 vertices. Thus x(P) = k. 
Fig. 8. 
4. The dual of a paving 
Proposition 4.1. For every paving P = (I?, a, CT, cp), Pl = (I?, cp-’ 0 CT, CT-‘, CL-’ 0 a) is 
a paving whose pieces, faces, edges and vertices are respectively the vertices, edges, 
faces and pieces of P. 
Proof. (i) Let a’= ‘p-l 0 a, (T’= a-’ and cp’= a-’ 0 (Y. By Definition 1.3, cy’= ‘p-l 0 u 
is an involution and, since Vx E B, p(x) # a(x), a’(x) # x; 
cp’o(y’ocp’=cr-‘o(yocp-‘o~oa-‘Oa 
= g-1 o(ya(p-’ oa=a-‘o qJ=a’ 
and 
glo rp1-1 0 c’ = o-10 a-1 0 (T 0 v-1 = m-1 0 (r zz cp’. 
Since a(x) # p(x), 
p’(x) = a-’ 0 (Y(x) # (T-’ 0 cp(x) = (Y’(x) 
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and, since cy (x) # x, 
q’(x) = a-’ 0 a(x) # 6’(x) = d(x) 
and hence q’(x) $ {a’(x), a’(x)}. Thus Pl is a paving. 
(ii) Vb E B, let s’(b) be the vertex, a’(b) the edge,f’(b) the face and p’(b) the 
piece of b in P’. 
The vertices of Pl are the pieces of P since (c’, cp’) = (a-‘, (T-’ 0 CX) = ((w, V-‘) = 
(a, a) and thus s’(b) =p(b). 
The edges of P’ are the faces of P since ((u’, p’) = (cp-’ 0 U, C’ 0 a) and thus 
a’(b) =f(b). 
The faces of PL are the edges of P since (cp’-’ 0 CT’, (T’~’ 0 CX’) = 
(a ~Cr~CT -‘, ~0 cp-’ 0 a) = (a, cp) and hence f’(b) = a(b). 
The pieces of PL are the vertices of P since (LY’, cr’) = (cp-’ 0 a, (r-‘) = (a-‘, cp-‘) = 
(a, cp) and hence p’(b) = s(b). 0 
Definition 4.2. PL = (B, a’, u’, cp’) is called the dual paving of l? 
Remark. The notion of duality has also been introduced by Arques and Koch [2], 
Lienhardt [15], and Dobkin and Laszlo [6]. 
Example 4.3 (see Fig. 9). The dual paving PL = (B, a’, u’, cp’) of paving P of 
Example 3.1 is such that 
(yl= p-1 0 u = (1,2”)(-1,4”)(2,3”)(-2,6”)(3, l”)(-3, 5”)(4, -6’)(-4, -3”) 
0 (5, -4’)(-5, -2”)(6, -5’)(-6, -1”)(4’, -7”)(5’, -8”) 
0 (6’, -9”)(7’, 8”)(-7’) -6”)(8’, 9”)(-S’, -4”) 
0 (9’, 7”)(-9’, -5”), 
Fig. 9. 
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(Tr = g-1 =(1,3,2)(-l, -6,4)(-2, -5,6)(-3, -4,5)(7’,9’, 8’)(-7’,4’, -6’) 
0 (-9’, 6’, -S)(-8’, 5’, -4’)(1”, 2”, 3”)(-l”, 4”, -7”, -6”) 
0 (-2”, 6”, _9”, _,“)(A,“, 5”, -8”, -4”)(7”, 8”, 9”) 
and 
cpl = g-1 0 a = (1, -6, -2)(-l, 3, -4)(2, -5, -3)(4,5,6)(4’, -8’, 7’) 
0 (5’, -9’, 8’)(6’, -7’, 9’)( -4’, -6’, -5’)( l”, 4”, -3”)( -l”, 2”, 6”) 
o (-2”, 3”, 5”)( -4”, -7”, 8”)( -5”, -8”, 9”)( -6”, -9”, 7”). 
PL has 5 pieces: 
and 
p’( 1) = {1,2,3, l”, 2”, 3”) = S(l), 
~~(4) = (4, -1, -6,4’, -6’, -7’, 4”, -l”, -6”, -7”) = s(4), 
~~(5) = (5, -3, -4, 5’, -4’, -8’, 5”, -3”, -4”, -8”) = s(5), 
~~(6) = (6, -2, -5,6’, -5’, -9’, 6”, -2”, -5”, -9”) = s(6) 
~~(7’) = {7’, 8’, 9’, 7”, 8”, 9”) = ~(7’). 
Proposition 4.4. For every paving P, (i) (P’)’ = P; (ii) PL is connected if and only 
ifPis connected; (iii) ,y(P)+x(PL)=O. 
(ii) P’ is connected if and only if the group ((Y’, LT’, cp’) is transitive on B, that is 
if and only if P is connected since 
((Y’, u’, cp’) = (9-l 0 u, a-‘, fl-’ 0 a) = (q-1, g-1, (Y) = (a, V, cp) 
(iii) This result follows immediately by Definition 1.7 and Proposition 4.1. 0 
Remark 4.5. By Example 3.5, x(P) can be any integer and, following Proposition 
4.4, x(P) can be any rational integer. 
5. Merging in maps 
Lemma 5.1. rf b and c are darts of a map C = (B, LX, a) such that Idf(b)l = (df(c)(, 
there exists a one-to-one mapping $ off= df(b) u df(c) onto a(f) such that t&(b) = 
g(c), ccl(c) = a(b) and, 
Moreouer~‘;fnlqufp’ 0 o-(x) = a-l o rcl(x) and 6’ 0 a(x) = a 0 CL(x). 
. 
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Proof. Let df(b) = {b,, . . . , bk_,} and df(c) = {c,, . . . , ckml} where k is the smallest 
integer such that (6’0 a)k(b) = b (resp. ((T-’ 0 Q!)~(c) = c) and, 
Vi E (0, . . . , k - l}, bi = (U-I 0 a)‘(b) and ci = (cr 0 (T)‘(C). 
Since a-’ 0 a(f) =f, we have u(f) = a(f). 
(i) If 4 is the mapping off into a(f) = o(f) such that 
ViE{O,...,k-1}, $(bi) =u(ci) and I+!J(c~) = u(bi), 
the restrictions of (I, to df(b) and a(df(c)) and to df(c) and cr(df(b)) are bijective. 
Moreover, 
a(df(b))na(df(c))#B if and only if df(b)ndf(c)#O 
that is, if and only if df( b) = df(c). Thus I,!J is a bijection. 
(ii) ViE{O,...,k-l}, 
o- -’ 0 $(b,) = ci = +-’ 0 u(bi) 
and 
I,-lo a = $-‘0 u(bi+*) = c,,, = a 0 u(ci) = a 0 i,h(bi) 
and similarly, 
u -‘~$(ci)=$-‘~a(ci) and (LP’o~(ci)=~ o$(ci). 
(iii) By hypothesis $(b) = a(c) and I/J(C) = u(b) and, by (ii), if $(bi) = u(ci) and 
$(ci) = a(bi), then 
U -’ 0 Q(bi+,) = $-I 0 u(bi+,) = CL-’ 0 c-u(bi) = a 0 $(b,) = (Y 0 u(ci) = c,+, . 
Thus +(b,+,) = u(ci+,) and similarly $(ci+,) = u(bi+,). The uniqueness of $ 
follows. Cl 
Definition 5.2. (i) If two darts b and c of a map C = (B, (Y, u) verify Idf( b)l = Idf(c)( 
the mapping Cc, of Lemma 5.1 is said to be associated with (b, c) and if also, 
VxEf=df(b)udf(c), $(x)a{a(x),a(x)} 
darts b and c are said to be equivalent. 
(ii) If the hypotheses of (i) are true, the transformation such that 
B’ = B\a (f), VXE B’\_f, a’(x) = a(x) and u’(x) = u(x) 
and 
VxEf\a(f), (Y’(x)=(YO$(X) and u’(x)=uo$(x), 
is called the merging of map C according to (b, c). 
Remark. Fontet [lo] has defined a notion of resticking for two disjoint maps C, 
and C2 according to a direct face f, of C, and a retrograd face f2 of C, by identifying 
every dart off, (resp. cx,(f,)) with a dart of f2 (resp. a2(f2)). The notion of merging 
realizes this resticking when applied to the disjoint union of C, and Cz and 
generalizes it. 
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Example 5.3. If C is the map drawn by Fig. 10a and if b = 1 and c = l’, then 
+(l) = -2’, +(2) = -3’, (c1(3) = -4’, q!~(4) = -l’, $(I’) = -4, (c1(2’) = -1, $(3’) = -2and 
$(4’) = -3. The transformed map of C by merging according to (1, 1’) is drawn by 
Fig. lob. 
Proposition 5.4. [f C’ is obtained from a map C by merging according to a pair (b, c) 
of equivalent darts, then C’ is a map and there exists a one-to-one mapping of the set 
of all direct faces of C distinct from df( b) and from df( c) onto the set of all direct 
faces of C’. 
Proof. (i) Since a(f)=cr(f), cu~a(f)=cu~(f)=f: 
B, = B’\f n B’ and B2=fnB’=f\fncu(f) 
constitute a partition of B’. (CI(B,) c $(f) = a(f) is disjoint from B, . Thus VP E 
{a, u}, the mapping p’= PIB’ which extends the restrictions /3/B, and p 0 4]B2 is 
one-to-one.V~EB~,p(x)~P(f)=~(f)andhencep(x)EB’.tlxEB~,P~~(x)EB 
since$(B,n$-‘(f))=f\fncu(f) andyY(B,)aredisjointandhence$(x)6GjIThus 
/3’( B’) c B’ and, since B’ is finite, (Y’ and u’ are permutations of B’. 
(ii) Vx E B,, a’(x) = a(x) E cy(B,) c a(B’) = B\f and thus a12(x) = a’(x) =x. 
VXE B2, a(x)~m(B,)~cr(f), n’(x)=cu~$(x)~c~~$(f)=f 
since a(f) = (Cr(f) and 
a’2(x) = cz 0 4 0 cy 0 G(x) = cz 0 * 0 *-’ 0 a(x) = c?(X) =x 
by Lemma 5.1. Moreover, Vx E B2, Q’(X) = (Y 0 (cl(x) # x since $(x) # (Y(X). It follows 
that C’ is a map. 
(iii) The mapping S from B\f into B’ such that 
tlx~(B\f)nB’, 6(x)=x 
and 
VxEa(f)n(B\f)=clr(B,), 6(x)=$-‘(x) 
yq ; 
4’ 
a 
Fig. 10. 
b 
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is bijective. Moreover, if y = u-’ 0 (Y(X), then (r’(6(y)) = a(y) = (Y(X) = (u’(~(x)) and 
thus S(y) = a’-’ 0 &(6(x)). S’ mce Vx E B\f, df(x) c B\f, it follows that G(df(x)) = 
(6’ 0 (Y’)(~(x)). The mapping df(x) + G(df(x)) is then a one-to-one mapping of the 
set of direct faces of C distinct from df(b) and from df(c) onto the set of direct 
faces of C’. q 
Definition 5.5. (i) f= df( b) u df( c) is said to be elementary (resp. simple) if neither 
df(b) nor df(c) passes two times by the same vertex (resp. edge) of C, that is, 
Vx, y E df(b) (resp. df(c)) (a)(x) =(u)(y) (resp. ((Y)(X) =(a)(y)) implies x = y. If f 
is elementary (resp. simple) then, 
and 
Vx~df(b), df(b)n(cr)(x)={x} (resp. a(b)n(a)(x)={x}) 
Vx~df(c), df(c)n(cT)(x)={x} (resp. a(c)n(cr)(x)={x}). 
(ii) If x EJ; we say that fsplits (a)(x) if (a)(x)\a(f) is decomposed in at least 
two orbits for (c’). 
(iii) Two darts b and c are said to be similar if they are equivalent and if 
Vx l fn a(f), 4(x) = x and Vx of such that $(x) @ (a)(x), (a)(x) nf= {x}. 
Lemma 5.6. Let b and c be two similar darts such that f = df( b) u df( c) is elementary. 
(i) Vx Ef.such that I/I(X) E (a)(x), 
(a’>(x) =(4(x) u (fl)(G(x))\~(f) 
= (a>(x) u (4($(x))\{4x), $(x)1. 
(ii) Vx of, fsplits ((T)(X) if and only if+(x) E (a)(x)\{x, a(x), CT’(X)} and then 
(4(x)\a(f) = (fl)(x)\{fl(x), 44x)) 
=(u’)(x)u(u’)(u-‘0 G(x)) 
with (u’)(x) f (a’)(~-~ 0 Q(x)). 
Proof. (i) If $(x)@(u)(x), then y = 6’ 0 I/J(x)$ (u)(x) and, since $(y) = u(x) E 
(u)(x), $(y) g (u)(y) and, by Definition 5.5, 
(u>(x) nf = Ix) and (C+>(Y) nf= {Y>. 
Since 
a’(x) = u 0 G(x) = u’(y) and u’(y) = u 0 t/~(y) = a’(x) 
and, Vz E (u>(x) u (~(Y)\{x, ~1, 
u’(z) = u(z), (a’)(x) =(4(x) u (4(y)\{a(x), U(Y)) 
= (a)(x) u (4(a-’ o $(x))\a(f). 
(see Fig. lla). 
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(ii) If G(x) E (a)(x), then 
y=a-lo (cl(x) E (d(x) and NY) = 4x1 E (d(x) = (dbl. 
Since f is elementary, f n (a)(x) = {x, y}. Thus, Vz E (c)(x)\{x, y}, U’(Z) = a(z). Let 
(4(x)={&,.*., x,-i} where r is the smallest integer such that v’(x)= x and 
ViE{O,..., t - l}, xi = Pi(X). 
(1) If $(x) E (cT)(x)\{x, a(x), U*(X)}, 3i E 13, . . , t - l} such that $(x) =x; and 
then 
y=a-l. ‘bI(x) = Xi-l E (a)(x)~ CL(Y) = g(x)= Xl E (4(x), 
u’(x) = u 0 $(x) = xi+* and a’(v) = v 0 +(y) = x2. 
Since, Vz E (a>(x)\{x, y}, U’(Z) = (T(Z), 
(a’>(x) ={xO, xi+l 7 *. . , x,-J f (d(Y) = t-G>. . ’ , xi-*1 
and, since 
(d(x)u(d((+" cCl(x))=(d(x)\{dx), (cl(x)} 
=(d(x)\a(f) 
(see Fig. llb). 
(2) If $(x) = x, then y = a-’ 0 +(x) =x,_, and, since U’(U) =x2, (v)(x)\{xO, x,} = 
(a’>(y) except if U’(X) =x. 
The case of +(x) = a(x) is eliminated by hypothesis. 
If Jl(x) = a2(x), then y =x, and, since (T’(X) = xg, (a)(x)\{x,, x2} = (a’)(x) except 
if u”(x) = x. 
If (CI(x)E(a)(x) then (a>(x)\m(f)c(d(x) by (i). 
Thus f does not split (v)(x) in any of these cases. 0 
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Theorem 5.7. If b and c are two similar darts of a map C and if the direct faces df( b) 
and df(c) are elementary and simple, then the genus of the transformed map C’ of C 
by merging according to (b, c) is g( C’) = g(C) + e + g - h - k where, zf (Y (f) = f then 
e = 1, otherwise e = 0 z’f (a, a)(b) = ( (Y, u)(c) and e = -1 in the opposite case, g is the 
number of connected components of ( a, a)(b, c)\a(f) in C’, h is the number of 
connected components off n o(f) in C and k is the number of vertices of C which are 
split byf: 
Proof. (i) If a(f)ff, thenVxEfncz(f), +(x)=x and thus I/J(cu(x))=(YQI,!J(x)= 
a(x) by Lemma 5.1 and (o)(x)cf n o(f ). Hence edge (a)(x) is eliminated. 
Moreover, t/x E f \o(f ), $(x) $ {x, a(x)} and hence (a)(x) f (a)($(~)) whereas 
(a’)(x) = ix, a o +(x))=(Q)(x) u (a)(!Nx))\{o(x), V+(x)). 
Thus one edge is also eliminated in this case. It follows that, if m and m’ are 
respectively the numbers of edges of C and of C’ and if t = (df( b)(, then m - m’ = t. 
By Lemma 5.6, Vx~df(b), the vertices (a)(x) and (a)(tJ(x)) are merged in a 
single vertex except in the following cases: 
Case (1): G(x) =x and o’(x) =x. Then @(a(x)) = I,!J(u-‘(x)) = a-’ 0 IL(x) = 
Y’(x) = (T(X) and vertex (u)(x) = {x, (T(X)} is also eliminated. 
Case (2): $(x) =x and a’(x) # x. In this case, vertex (a)(x) is replaced by vertex 
(a’>(u2(x)) = (o>(x)\{x, o(x)) and ( >( ) u x is an initial endpoint of a path lying in 
fn o(f ). 
Case (3): I,/J(x) = u2(x) and CT’(X) # x. In this case, vertex ((T)(X) is replaced by 
(u’)(x) = (u)(x)\{u(x), u’(x)} and I/-’ 0 u(x) = a-’ 0 $(x) = u(x). Thus ~(u(x)) = 
u(x) and hence (u)(x) is a final endpoint of a path lying in f n a(f ). 
Case (4): G(x) E (u)(x)\{x, u(x), u’(x)}. Th en vertex (u)(x) is split in two vertices 
of C’. 
The respective numbers hz and h3 of darts verifying the properties of Cases (2) 
and (3) are equal to h since every connected component off n a(f) in C is a simple 
path. It follows that, if n and n’ are respectively the numbers of vertices of C and 
C’, then n-n’= t-h,-h,-2k= t-2h-2k. 
If ((u, a)( b, c)\o( f) has g connected components in C’, then g - 1 + e is the 
difference between the number of connected components of C’ and that of C. This 
proves that 
g(C’)=g(C)+g-l+e+$[2+m’-m+n-n’] 
=g(C)+e+g-h-k. 
(ii) If a(f) = f and if t = \df(b)( then, Vx of, I,!J(x) =x and hence t edges and t 
vertices are eliminated. Hence g( C’) = g(C) + g, which proves the general equality 
for e = h = 1 and k = 0. 
Examples 5.8. (1) If C, is the map of Fig. 12a, g( C,) = 0 and the darts 1 and 3’ are 
similar and I,!J is such that Vx E {1,2,3}, G(x) = -x’ and 4(x’) = -x. Moreover, f = (1, 
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2,3, l’, 2’, 3’) does not split any vertex of C and verifiesfn a(f) = 0. The transformed 
map C; of C, by merging according to (1,3’) is drawn in Fig. 12b and g(Ci) = 1. 
(2) If C, is the map of Fig. 13a, 1 and 4’ are similar darts and $ verifies 
Vx~{l, 2,3,4}, q?(x) = -x’ and 4(x’) = -x. Moreover f={l, 2, 3, 4, l’, 2’= -2, 
3’= -3, 4’) is such that f n a(f) = (2, -2,3, -3) but f does not split any vertex of 
C2. Edges (a)(2) and (a)(3) and vertex (o)(3) are eliminated and the transformed 
map CS of C, by merging according to (1,4’) is also planar (see Fig. 13b). 
(3) If C, is the planar map of Fig. 14a, 1 and 3’ are similar darts and 9 is such 
that Vx E {1,2,3}, (cl(x) = -x’ and $(x’) = -x. f= (1, 2, 3, l’, 2’, 3’} splits vertex 
(U)(l) = (1, -3, 9, 3’, -l’, 8) since 
Hl) E (a)(l)\{l, -3,9> and f n a(f) =0. 
The transformed map Cs of C, by merging according to (1,3’) is also planar (see 
Fig. 14b). 
(4) If C, is the planar map of Fig. 15a, 1 and 4’ are similar darts and Cc, is such 
that Vx E {1,2,3,4}, q?(x) = -x’ and $(x’) = -x. f = (1, 2, 3, 4, l’, 2’, 3’, 4’) splits 
Fig. 13. 
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vertex (u)(l) = (1, -4, -10,4’, -l’, 12) since 
$(l) = -l’E(a)(l)\{l, -4, -lO} 
and vertex (g)(3) = (3, -2, -11, 2’, -3’, 9} since 
$(3) E (a)(3)\{3, -2, -111 
giving respectively vertices (u’)( 1) = { 1, 12) and (a’)(4’) = {4’, -lo} and vertices 
((r’)(3’) = {3’, 9) and (0’)(2’) = {2’, -ll}. The transformed map Ck of C, by merging 
according to (1,4’) is planar and has two connected components (see Fig. 15b). 
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6. Merging in pavings 
Definition 6.1. Let P = (B, (Y, u, cp) be a paving. Iff is a face common to two pieces 
p, and p2 of P, the transformation of P in P’= (B’, CY’, CT’, cp’) such that B’= B\cp(j”) 
and 
Vx e B’\f; a’(x) = (Y(X), a’(x) = a(x) and p’(x) = p(x) 
and 
vx Ef\cP(fL a’(x) = a 0 p(x), a’(x) = o 0 q(x) and 
q’(x) = q’(x) 
is called the merging of pieces p, and p2 according to face f or more simply the 
merging of P along f: 
Remark. This extends to paving the merging in maps of Definition 5.2. 
This notion of merging has been introduced by many authors [2, 13,6] but the 
case where the two half-faces of f belong to the same piece is not dealt with. 
Nevertheless this omitted case is very natural and occurs necessarily if we merge 
successively along all the faces around an edge. 
Example 6.2. (1) If P is the paving of Example 3.1, the pieces p, = p( 1) and p2 = ~(7’) 
admit f ={4, 5, 6, -4’, -5’, -6’) as a common face. After merging of p, and p2 
according tox we have (Y’= (Y; 0 n; 0 cy3 with cui = (4, -4’)(5, -5’)(6, -6’), (Y; = n {(x, 
-x); x E (1, 2, 3, 7’, 8’, 9’}} and the same cy3 as in Example 3.1, 
u’=(l, 2,3)(-l, 4, -7’, -6’)(-2,6, -9’, -5’)(-3, 5, -8’, -4’) 
0 (7’, S’, 9’) 0 U’3 
with the same ci as in Example 3.1. P’= (B’, a’, CT’, cp’) is then a paving which has 
2 pieces p’= pl up*\cp(f) and pj =p( I”), 6 faces, 9 edges and 5 vertices. Thus 
x( P’) = 0 (see Fig. 16). 
Fig. 16. 
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(2) If P is the paving of Example 3.4 (see Fig. 17a), p, = p( 1) and p2 = p( 1’) have 
f= (1, 2, 3, -l’, -2’, -3’) as a common face. By merging of p, and pz according to 
f we have 
l a’=a{ 0 (vbwith LY{ = (1, -1’)(2, -2’)(3, -3’) an d a; = n {(x, -x); x E {4,5,4’, 5’}}, 
. u’ = (1, -5’, -3’, -5)(2, -1’)(3,4’, -2’, 4)(-4,5)(-4’, 5’) and 
. cp’= (1)(2)(3)(-l’)(-2’)(-3’)(4,4’)(-4, -4’)(5, 5’)(-5, -5’). 
P’ = (B’, (Y’, (T’, cp’) is then a paving which has the only piece p’ = p, u p,\cp(f), 2 faces 
f’( 1) = df’( 1) u df’(-5) = { 1,2,4’, 5’, -4, -2’, -l’, -5) 
and 
f’(3) = df’(3) u df’(4) = {3,4,5, -3’, -4’, -5’}, 
5 edges and 4 vertices. Thus x(Y) = 0 (see Fig. 17b). 
By merging of P’ along f’ =f’( 1) we have 
B”= B’\cp’(f’) = (3, -3’, -4,4’, -5,5’}, 
(Y”= (3, -3’)(-4,4’)(-5, 5’), u”= (3,4’)(5’, -4)(-5, -3’) and cp” is the identity map- 
ping of B”. Edges a’(l) = (1, -l’} and a’(2) = (2, -2’) and the vertex s’(l) = {-l’, 2) 
of P’ are deleted. P”= (B”, a”, a”, cp”) is then a paving with a single piece, a single 
face, 3 edges and 3 vertices. Thus x(P”) = 0. 
Proposition 6.3. Let P = (B, a, a, cp) be a paving. P’ = (B’, CY’, (T’, cp’) is obtained from 
P b_y merging two pieces p, and p2 according to a common facef, then P’ is a paving 
and the pieces of P’ which are not included in p’ = p, u p2\q(f) are the pieces of P 
other than p, and pz. 
Proof. (i) If bEplnf and if ~=p~‘oa(b)=u-‘ocp(b), then c~p~nf and f= 
df(b)udf(c). By Lemma 1.4, cp(f)=a(f)=u(f). The restriction J/ of p to f and 
p(f) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 and, by Proposition 5.4, C’= (B’, a’, (T’) 
is the map obtained from C = (B, LY, a) by merging according to a pair (b, c) of 
equivalent darts. Moreover, the proof that cp’ is a permutation of B’ is similar to 
that of Proposition 5.4 for CY’ and cr’. 
b 
Fig. 17. 
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(ii) Let B,=B’\fnB’and B,=fnB’=f\fncp(f). 
Vb E B, n cp-‘( B,), cp’(b)=cp(b)eB, and ~~‘ocp’(b)=aocp(b). 
Since baf implies that a~(~(b)~a~q~(f)=fr LYO(P(~)E B, and, hence, 
cP’“(Y’O(P’(b)=(POLYO(P(b)=a(6)=cu’(b). 
v’b E B, n cp-‘(f ), p(b)Ef and ~‘o~‘(b)=ao~*(b)~cuocp(f)=~ 
Hence 
,$w’wp’(b)=cp*w~cp*(b)=cp_x~cp(b)=a(b)=a’(b). 
VbEB,=f\fnp(f), cp’(b)=cp*(b) and if cp’(b)@J; then a’~cp’(b)=aocp~(b)iff 
and 
cp’” (Y’o q’(b) = cp 0 (Y 0 q*(b)= (Y 0 q(b) = a’(6) 
otherwise 
(Y’Ocp’(b)=ao (~~(6) E a 0 cp’(f 1 =f 
and 
(p’~a’yd(b)=qY2vP(P3(b)=LY~(P(b)=a’(b). 
It follows that cp’o (~‘0 cp’= a’. 
(iii) VbEB,, cp’(b)=cp(b)EB’ and hence cp(b)~cp(f) and a-‘ocp(b)&cp-‘0 
q(f) =J: Thus 
~T’op’(b)=a~‘~p(b) and (p’~c’-‘ocp’(b)=p~a-‘op(b)=cr(b) 
= d(b). 
Vb E B,, p(b) E p(f) and q’(b) = (p2(b) E B’. Thus 
q’(b) E df I= df 1 and K’ 0 (~~(6) af; 
and hence 
(p)oCT ‘--I 0 cp’( 6) = cp 0 (T-1 0 (p2(b) = u 0 q(b) = a’(b). 
It follows that cp’o u r-1 0 (p’ = q’. 
(iv) Moreover, 
VbE B1, p’(b)=cp(b)~{a(b), a(b)}={a’(b), d(b)} and, 
VbEB,, cp’(b)=cp’(b)~{a~cp(b),c~cp(b)}={a’(b),a’(b)}. 
Hence, P is a paving. 
(v) Sincefcp,up,, p(f)=a(f)~plup2. Foreverypiecepof Potherthanp, 
andp,,pnf=pncp(f)=0and,hence,pcB’and, 
VXEP, a’(x) = a(x) and a’(x) = a(x) 
and hence p is also a piece of P’. This proves also that p’=p, up2\cp(f) is stable 
for ((Y’, c’), i.e. either p’ is a piece or it is a union of pieces in P’. q 
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Definition 6.4. (i) A face f(b) is said to be elementary (resp. simple) if the half-face 
df(b) = (a-’ 0 a)(b) (or the half-face df(cp-’ 0 c(b))) does not pass twice in some 
vertex (resp. edge) of P, i.e., Vx, y E df(b), s(x) = s(y) implies x = y (resp. a(x) = a(y) 
implies x = y). If f is elementary, 
Vx Ef, fn s(x) = {x, cp-’ 0 (T(x)}. 
If f is simple, 
Vx Ef, fn a(x) = {x, a 0 q(x)}. 
(ii) Let x be a dart of a face f of P. 
As in Definition 5.5, we say that fsplits (CT)(X) if (a)(x)\cp(f) is divided into at 
least two orbits of (a’). 
We also say that fsplits the vertex s(x) if s(x)\cp(f) is divided into at least two 
vertices of P’. 
Remark. Definition 6.4(i) is coherent with Definition 5.5(i) since if f(b) is an 
elementaryfaceofP,Vx,y~df(b)suchthat(a)(x)=(cT)(y),0#(a)(x)~s(x)ns(y) 
and hence s(x) = s(y) and thus x = y. Similarly, if df(b) is simple, (a)(x) = (a)(y) 
implies x = y. Nevertheless, Definition 5.5(i) is more general. 
Lemma6.5. (i) IffisasimplefaceofapavingP, then Vx~fncp(f),cp(x)=x. 
(ii) Zff is simple and if {x, a(x)}cfn cp(f ), then s(x) = {x, (T(X)}. 
Proof. (i) If 6 E f and if c = ‘p-r 0 o(b), the half-faces df(b) and df( c) are such that 
df(b)ncx(df(b))=df(c)ncr(df(c))=B 
Since cy is an involution, 
df(b)na(df(c))=B if and only if df(c)nLu(df(b))=0 
and since p(f) = cr(f), 
fncp(f)#0 if and only if df(b)na(df(c))f0. 
Vx~df(b)n~u(df(c)),{cu(x),cr ~cp(x)}cdf(c)sincecp(df(b))=(~(df(c)).But{a(x), 
(Y 0 q(x)} c a(x) and f is simple, hence cy 0 q(x) = (Y(X) and, since CI is one-to-one 
cp(x)=x. Moreover, (P((Y(x))=(POLY~ q(x) = a(x) and thus a(x) E f n cp(f ). This 
proves that every dart off n p(f) is fixed by cp. 
(iii) If {x, a(x)}c f n cp(f ), by (i), q(x) =x and cp(a(x)) = u(x). Thus 
a-‘(x)=C’o(~(x)=(p-‘~c(x)=(T(x) and s(x)={x,o(x)}. 0 
Lemma 6.6. Let x be a dart of an elementary and simple face f of a paving R 
(i) f splits (u)(x) if and only ifq(x) E(u)(x)\{x, o(x), a’(x)} and then 
(u)(x)\q(f) = (a’)(x) u (a’>(K’ o 4x)) with 
((T’)(x) # (~‘)(cp~’ o 4x)). 
(ii) If f splits s(x) then f also splits (a)(x). 
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s’(x) # sycp- 0 a(x)) and s(x)\p(f) = s’(x) u sycp- o a(x)). 
Proof. Since f is elementary, 
VXEf; s(x) nf= {x, (p-’ 0 g(x)} and 
s(x) f-- P(f) = P(S(X) nf) = {cp(x), o(x)). 
Thus (a)(x) n p(f) G {q(x), a(x)}. Let y =qO-’ 0 a(x). 
(i) By Lemma 6.5, Vx E f n p(f), q(x) =x. Moreover, Vx E f such that V(X) E 
(a)(x), cp-’ 0 a(x) = a-’ 0 q(x) c? (a)(x) and hence (U)(X) nf = {x}. If b of and if 
c = cp-’ 0 a(b), the darts b and c are similar and f verifies Definition 5.5. Thus (i) 
follows from Lemma 5.6. 
(ii) The darts q’(x) = p’(x), (T’(X) = (TO p(x), a’(y) = (~0 q(y) = U’(X) and 
q’(y) = rp2(y) = cp 0 a(x) lie in s(x) and hence s(x)\cp(f) is stable for ((T’, cp’). 
Vz E B’, let V(z) = {a(z), a-‘(z), P(Z), cpP’(z)l\cp(f). 
(1) If q(x) +Z (a)(x), then y E (a’)(x) c s’(x) by Lemma 5.6 and hence 
UP(X)) = {a o P(X), Y, cp’(x), x1 = {fl’(x), Y, cp’(x), x1c s’(x) 
and 
V(u(x)) = {a2(x), x, cp o a(x), y1= {c+(Y), x, cp’(Y), Y> = s’(x). 
Thus s’(x) = s(x)\cp(f). 
(2) If q(x) = x f a2(x), then ((+)(x)\{x, o(x)} = ((T’)(Y) c s’(y) by the proof of 
Lemma 5.6 and, since V(x) = {y} and 
V(fl(x)) = {02(x), cp o v(x), y1= {a’(v), P’(Y), VI c S’(Y), 
S’(Y) = s(x)\cp(f). 
(3) If q(x) = a*(x)fx, then (a>(x)\{g(x), cp(x)}=(a’)(x) by the same proof 
and, since 
V(P(X)) = {fl’(x), P’(X), x>c s’(x) and V(g(x)) = {x1, 
s’(x) = s(x)\cp(f). 
(4) If (D(X) = a’(x) =x, then cp(C’(x)) = a-‘(q(x)) = F’(x) with a-‘(x) = a(x) 
and (a)(x) = s(x) = {x, a(x)} is deleted by merging. 
Hencef does not split s(x) in each of these cases and since q(x) # a(x) it follows 
that if f splits s(x) then f also splits (c+)(x). 
(iii) If f splits s(x), then ~J(x)E(~)(x)\{x, a(x), q’(x)} by (i) and (ii) and 
y EZ (U’)(X) by Lemma 5.6. Since 
V(cp(x)) = {c’(x), Y, v’(x), x> c s’(x) u S’(Y) and 
V(a(x)) = {o’(y), x, P’(Y), YIC s’(x) u S’(Y), 
s’(x) Z s’(Y) and s(x)\cp(f) = s’(x) u s’(y). 0 
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Theorem 6.7. Let P be a paving and f an elementary and simple face common to two 
pieces p, and p2 of P and let P’ be the transformed paving of P by merging alongf Then 
X(P’)=X(P)+e+g-h-k’ 
wheree= -1 ifp, fp2, e=O ifp, =p2 and q(f) #fI and e= 1 ifp, =pz and q(f) =f; 
g is the number of connected components of the map p’ = p, u pz\cp(f) in P’; h is the 
number of connected components off n cp (f) in P and k’ is the number of vertices of 
P which are split byf: 
Proof. (i) If pI f p2, since f is simple, f n cp(f) = 0 and Vx of; p(x) r? (a)(x) and 
hence h = k’ = 0 and e = -1. Moreover, since 
(o’>(x) = (g)(x) u (q)(cp(x))\cp(f) 
by Lemma 5.6, p’ is connected and g = 1. By Proposition 5.4, P’ has one face less 
than R It follows that x( P’) = x(P) = x(P) + e + g - h - k’. 
(ii) Ifp,=p,,letp=p,=p,. 
(1) If q(f) Zf, the pieces of P other than p are also pieces of P’ and p’ is a 
disjoint union of g pieces of P’. As in (i), P’ has one face less than P and, by 
Lemma 6.5, every connected component off n q(f) is a path and deletes 1 from 
the characteristic since if t is the length of this path, then t edges and t - 1 vertices 
are deleted. 
For every vertex S(X) split by f, s(x)\cp(f) is divided in two vertices of P’ by 
Lemma 6.6; such a vertex deletes 1 from the characteristic. Since e = 0 in this case, 
it follows also that x( P’) = ,Y( P) + e + g - h - k’. 
(2) If q(f)=f with f#p, tlx~f, cp(x)=x by Lemma 6.5 and if t=ldf(b)\, then 
t edges and t vertices are deleted by merging of P along J Thus x( P’) = x(P) + g 
with e=h=I and k’=O. 
(3) If f = p, cp( f) = o(f) = f and piece p is simultaneously deleted with J: Thus 
x(P’)=x(P) with e=h=l and g=k’=O. 0 
Examples 6.8. If P is the paving of Fig. 18a, u = U, 0 c2 with 
(T, =(1,4,5,6, 18,16,2,3)(-l, -12,7)(-2, -10,8,11) 
o(-3, -11,9,12)(-4, -7, -15)(-5, 15, -9, -14) 
0 (-6,14, -8, -13)(-16,17, lO)(-18,13, -17) 
and 
a2=(1’,3’,2’)(-l’, lo’, 7’, -12’)(-2’, ll’, 8’, -10’) 
0 (-3’, 12’, 9’, -11’)(4’, 6’, 5’)(-4’, -15’, -7’, 13’) 
0 (-5’, -14’, -9’, 15’)(-6’, -13’, -8’, 14’), 
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Fig. 18. 
and 
‘pr = (1, 16, 1’)(4,4’, 18)(7, 17,7’)(-1, -I’, -16) 
0 (-4, -18, -4’)(-7, -7’, -17) 
(p2 = ~{(x, x’); x E X u -X} where X = {2,3,5,6,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15). 
f= {1,7, -4, -16, 18, -17) is an elementary and simple face which splits the vertex 
s( 1) = {I, 4, 5,6, 18, 16,2,3, l’, 2’, 3’, 4’, 5’, 6’) in two vertices s’( 1) = { 1,2,3, l’, 2’, 3’) 
and s’(5) = {5,6, 18,4’, 5’, 6’). Paving P’ transformed by merging along f; is such 
that u’ = (T: 0 uz where 
a; = (1,2,3)(5,6, 18)(-12,7, 10, -16)(-2, -10,8, ll)(-3, -11,9, 12) 
0 (-4,13, -17, -15)(-5,15, -9, -14)(-6,14, -g, -13) 
and ‘p=cp{ocpz where 
cp; = (1, 1’)(7,7’)(-4, -4’)(-16, -1’)(18,4’)(-17, -7’) 
(see Fig. 18b). x(P) = 0. 
Definition 6.9. Let x of: Iff splits (U)(X) but does not split s(x), the vertex S(X) is 
said to be bound on J: 
Theorem 6.10. Let P be a paving, P’ be the transformed paving by merging along an 
elementary and simple face f and C and C’ the respective underlying maps of P and 
P’. If k” is the number of bound vertices on f then 
x(P’)-g(C’)=x(P)-g(C)+k” 
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Proof. By Theorem 6.7, x(P) =x(P) + e + g - h - k’ where e = 1 if q(f) =f, e = 0 
if p, = p2 and cp (f ) f f and e = -1 if p, f pz, g is the number of connected components 
of the map p’=p, u p2\q((f), h is the number of connected components offn q(f) 
and k’ is the number of vertices of P which are split by f: 
If bef and if c=cp-’ 0 a(b), b and c are similar darts by the proof of Lemma 
6.6. By Theorem 5.7, g( C’) = g(C) + e + g - h - k with the same e, g and h as above 
and where k is the number of ((T)(X) which are split by J: 
By Lemma 6.6, the number of bound vertices on f is k”= k-k’. It follows that 
x(P’)-g(C’)=,y(P)-g(C)+k”. 0 
Example 6.11. Let P = (B, cr, U, cp) be the paving of Fig. 19: u = u, 0 u1 with 
(T, = (1, -2, -4, -2”, I”, 3)(2, - 1, 5) 
and 
crz= (4, -5, -3, -6)(6, -l”, 2”)(1’, 3’, -4’, -2’, -4”, 3”)(-l’, 6’, 2’, 5’) 
0 (4’, -3’, -5’)(4”, -6’, -3”), 
cp = ‘p, 0 (p2 with 
‘p] = (1, l”, l’)(-l”, -1, -1’)(2,2”, 2’)(-2”, -2, -2’) 
and 
(p2 = (3,3’, 3”)(-3”, -3’, -3)(4,4’, 4”)(-4”, -4’, -4) 
0 (5, 5’)(-5, -5’)(6,6’)(-6, -6’) 
and Vx E B, cr(x) = -x. 
The transformed paving P’= (II’, (Y’, u’, cp’) of P by merging along the face 
f= {1,2, -l”, -2”} which is elementary and simple is such that u’ = u; 0 uz with 
a; = (1,3)(-2”, -4)(2,6, -I”, 5), 
cp = cp: 0 (p2 with 
cp: = (1, 1’)(2,2’)(-l’, -l”)(-2’, -2”) 
and a’(x) = -x except for cr’(1) = -l”, (u’(2) = -2”, (~‘(-1”) = 1 and (~‘(-2”) =2. 
Fig. 19. 
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S splits (a)(l) since ~(1) = 1”~ (o)(l)\{l, -2, -4) but does not split 
s(1) = (1, -2,3, -4, l’, -2’, 3’, -4’, I”, -2”, 3”, -Y} 
since s’(l) = s(l)\qo(f). Thus vertex s(1) is bound on J: 
P admits 2 pieces, 6 faces, 6 edges and 3 vertices. Thus x(P) = -1 and ,y(P’) = 0 
by Theorem 6.7. The underlying map of P has 2 connected components, 12 faces, 
16 edges and 8 vertices. Thus g(C) = 0 and g( C’) = 0 by Theorem 5.7. It follows 
that ,Y( P’) - g( C’) =x(P) -g(C) + 1 = 0 as stated by Theorem 6.10. 
Conclusion 
After generalities on a new notion of paving we dealt with merging in maps and 
merging in pavings and proved a relation between the characteristic of a paving 
and the genus of the underlying map. This result is fundamental for a subsequent 
paper on pavings [19]. Elbaz and the present author [8] have given an algorithm 
which constructs Voronoi diagrams in the plane by using maps and which is a 
variant of an algorithm of Guibas and Stolfi. We are generalizing it to the three- 
dimensional Euclidean space by using pavings and more precisely merging in 
pavings. 
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